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Polymerization of fluorocarbons in reactive ion etching plasmas
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Polymerization reactions in radio frequency fluorocarbon plasmas of CF₄, C₂F₆, and C₄F₈ have been studied by electron attachment mass spectrometry (EAMS). In these plasmas polymerization occurs readily and molecules containing up to ten carbon atoms (the mass limit of the mass spectrometer) have been found. The densities of large polymers increase with increasing size of the parent gas. In a fluorine-rich environment like a CF₄ plasma the detected polymers are mainly fully saturated with F (CₙF₂ₙ₊₂). As the amount of fluorine in the parent gas decreases, also the degree of saturation of the polymers decreases, which is clearly seen in C₂F₆ and C₄F₈ plasmas. The unsaturated polymers are more reactive, so they can stick more easily to surfaces and possibly create thick polymer films, which are often observed after discharge operation. The polymerization rate depends on the chemical activity of the plasma, which can be easily enhanced by increasing the radio frequency power. The positive ions, extracted from the plasma, are generally somewhat smaller than the neutral polymers and their fluorine content is lower. This is probably due to dissociation of neutrals during their ionization by plasma electrons and to ion collisions in the sheath region. Finally, we have shown that EAMS has considerable advantages in the study of electronegative plasmas and polymerization processes in comparison with traditional mass spectrometry. Unlike the traditional mass spectrometry, employing ionization by high energy electrons, EAMS much better preserves the structure of high polymers, allowing us to detect them as large negative ions. © 1998 American Vacuum Society.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reactive ion etching of semiconductor materials using fluorocarbon gases is one of the most important surface processing methods in the semiconductor industry. In spite of the widespread usage of this technique and extensive research effort invested in understanding plasma–surface interactions, the exact etching mechanisms are still under discussion. In order to improve performance in technologically important areas like selective etching of SiO₂ over Si or high-aspect ratio etching, one needs still more insight in the plasma chemistry. The plasma-produced polymers have a lower ionization threshold and a higher electron attachment cross section than the parent gas, so both positive and negative ion formation are enhanced in the presence of these species. Furthermore, polymerization reactions form a sink for radicals and can lead to formation of macroscopic structures. These dust grains have been found in many reactive etching and deposition plasmas and they are responsible for surface damage. Many studies have revealed that large grains can be produced by gas-phase polymerization in low pressure plasmas.

Next to gas phase polymerization, formation of polymer films on the surface is an important issue in etching plasmas. A clear example of this effect is side wall passivation in deep trench etching. Elaborate studies by Oehrlein et al. revealed that the presence of such films has a major impact on the etching performance of the plasma. It influences the resistivity of the coated surface, which will be reflected by an altered plasma impedance and consequently the effective power input. Charging of a deposited layer influences the positive ion flux towards the surface. This leads to undesired effects in high aspect ratio etching, where charging of the layer deposited on a side wall of a trench reduces the etch rate at the bottom and deteriorates the quality of the fabricated structure. Moreover, large dust grains which can contaminate the substrate surface, are often formed during plasma processing by flaming or sputtering of the polymer layer. Finally, the presence of a polymer layer changes the surface conditions, which in many cases seriously affects the plasma chemistry by changing the sticking probabilities of plasma species and by introducing new surface reactions.

The deposition mechanisms of these polymer films are at
present poorly understood. Polymer layers on the surface are easily formed in fluorocarbon discharges with high concentrations of radical species, like CF, CF₂, and CF₃. However, generally these radicals themselves do not contribute to the polymer film formation. Contrariwise, in many cases a net radical flux from the surface into the plasma glow has been observed. This together with the observation, that small radicals stick poorly on a polymer-coated surface, gives a strong indication that they are not the building stones of the polyfluorocarbon films, the deposition mechanism remaining thus an open question. It has been established that small radicals are predominantly formed close to or at the surface and several production mechanisms have been considered: surface conversion of radicals, ion-induced sputtering of the polymer layer, reactions with high energy positive ions in the sheath, etc. Chemical conversion of radicals from the plasma has been excluded, as all these species appear to be produced at the surface. Purely physical sputtering by energetic ions has also been ruled out, based on the absence of radical fluxes from a polymer film, exposed to ion bombardment in an argon plasma. However, the importance of positive ions in the radical production process is clear: the outflux of radicals from the surface is correlated to the flux and energy of the ions, reaching the electrode. A quantitative analysis reveals that the net outflux of radicals away from the surface exceeds the influx of positive ions. Therefore, a single ion must create several (up to ten) radicals. It has been suggested that a positive ion gains enough energy in the sheath region to produce many radical species by collisions with neutrals. Indeed, energy-resolved mass spectrometry shows that positive ions undergo many collisions in the sheath under the same conditions in which a high radical outflux is observed. This mechanism certainly can contribute to radical production, yet it requires a considerable efficiency of the ion-induced process in order to explain the effect quantitatively. At present, knowledge of such collision processes and their cross sections is very limited. Another way to produce several small radicals from a single positive ion involves fragmentation of ions containing several carbon atoms. Although mass spectrometric measurements show that in most fluorocarbon plasmas CF₅⁺ is the dominant positive ion, also high polymeric ions are present in these plasmas, as discussed further in this work. Finally, complex chemical sputtering of the polymer film has been considered, in which both positive ions and radicals (e.g., fluorine) are involved. In this kind of process the yield of radicals per ion can be much larger than unity. Thus, this scheme can provide an explanation for ion-induced radical production.

The remaining problem is the actual deposition mechanism of the polymer layer. Recently, Booth et al. have suggested that this process is related to gas phase polymerization. The growth of a fluorocarbon film on the surface proceeds by sticking of large polyfluorocarbons, formed in the discharge and diffusing towards the surface. This mechanism can be verified by checking the presence of polymeric species in the discharge.

As discussed above, a study of gas phase polymerization processes can provide valuable insights in the plasma chemistry. Many important aspects of etching plasmas are covered: understanding of deposition processes leading to side wall passivation and surface radical production; clarifying formation mechanisms of dust particles; and testing the plasma chemical models. In this work we present a study of polymer formation in CF₄, C₂F₆, and C₄F₈ low-pressure radio frequency discharges. The polymeric neutral species are detected by means of a newly implemented technique: electron attachment mass spectrometry (EAMS). While the traditional mass spectrometry uses electron impact ionization to transform neutrals to positive ions, EAMS uses low-energy electrons, which attach to neutrals and yield negative ions. The EAMS technique, when applied to electronegative molecules, has been recently proven to have many advantages over ionization mass spectrometry, one of them is its clearly less destructive character. The traditional electron impact ionization mass spectrometry applied to heavy molecules results in a very complicated fragmentation pattern, in which heavy ions are rather scarce. In contrast, only a few different negative ions are produced from a given neutral parent, the fragmentation is limited and consequently heavy negative ions are readily visualized in EAMS. This structure-preserving feature of EAMS facilitates detection of large, fragile molecules, like polymers.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A detailed description of the experimental setup as well as of the electron attachment mass spectrometry technique has been published previously. In summary, a capacitively coupled low-pressure 13.56 MHz plasma is generated in an open configuration, as shown in Fig. 1. The plasma reactor is evacuated by a roots blower and a turbo molecular pump. The powered electrode is a square (7×7 cm) aluminum plate, separated from a grounded aluminum shield underneath by 5 mm ceramic spacers in the upper part of the
reactor, where the diagnostic system is mounted. The electrode is connected to a vacuum manipulator, which allows us to adjust the position of the electrode. The plasma is generated using a RF Power Products RF10S-type generator and a homebuilt π-type matching network. The power levels reported in this work are the nominal values, not corrected for the losses in the matching network and cables. The stainless steel walls of the reactor and the quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) head act as the grounded electrode. Process gas is supplied by a Tylan mass flow controller and a typical flow rate is 2–4 sccm. In this open configuration the residence times can be relatively long (about 10 s at the lowest applied flow rate), which is optimal for plasma polymerization, as it allows the produced species to accumulate in the discharge. The gas pressure, measured by a Baratron manometer, is typically 15–30 mTorr. The measurements are performed using a Hiden EQP500-type QMS with an ion energy selector. In our setup the grounded QMS orifice (150 mm diameter) is situated about 5 cm away from the powered electrode. The electron filament in the QMS, normally used as an ionization source, is now operated at low electron energies to allow for electron attachment to sampled plasma species. The pressure in the attachment (or ionization) chamber is kept below \(10^{-6}\) Torr. The design of the Hiden ionization cage allows for an electron energy resolution of about 0.1 eV. Negative ions, formed from plasma species by attachment of filament electrons, are detected by the QMS. In case of \(F^-\) detection, a background signal must be subtracted from the data. This signal, emerging at electron energies higher than 8 eV, is ascribed to spattered material of the heated electron filaments. For other ions no background signal has been observed. The maximum mass, detectable by the QMS is 510 amu and the sensitivity of the system decreases substantially with increasing ion mass. Mass dependent transmission can be accounted for by calibration with some known source gases and according to the Hiden specifications it decreases approximately as \(10^{-M/100}\), where \(M\) is the mass in amu. This correction has not been incorporated in the data presented below, which means that the relative densities of large polymers are substantially higher than indicated by their count rates. The differences in the attachment efficiencies of the various ions have not been taken into account, mainly due to the absence of quantitative cross-section data for the polymeric species. In this work we consider large polymers, typically attaching at low electron energies (0–2 eV). For these species it can be assumed that the absolute values of the attachment cross sections increase slightly with increasing number of carbon atoms.\(^{19}\) The EAMS data are collected by making an electron energy scan from 0 to 10 eV. When the resonances from different species are well pronounced, the count rates of ions produced from the corresponding molecules are separated. For example, in case of a CF\(_4\) plasma, the contributions of CF\(_5\), C\(_2\)F\(_6\), and C\(_3\)F\(_8\) can be distinguished in the electron energy dependent signals of F\(^-\) or CF\(_3^-\) ions. However, when no fine structure is visible in the resonances, the count rates presented here are integrated over the electron energy. This is the case for most heavy ions detected.

Alternatively, neutral polymeric species have been detected by the traditional mass spectrometry, using electron impact ionization. The system is tuned for maximum detection and an electron energy of 50–70 eV is used. In this range the corresponding ionization cross sections are high. On the other hand, the polymers are easily dissociated at these high energies and consequently only few heavy molecules can be detected. The detection of large polymers by ionization mass spectrometry cannot be improved by using lower energy electrons, as in this case the ionization cross sections are also low.

Finally, the study is completed with measurements of positive ion fluxes from the plasma. To determine the count rate of positive ions, the Hiden QMS settings are optimized for each mass. The ions are collected at an energy of 20 eV, which is close to the plasma potential under the considered conditions.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### A. Dissociative attachment processes

Before discussing polymerization processes, we shall show some features of electron attachment mass spectrometry. The method is based on electron attachment to electron-negative species. In contrast to electron impact ionization, attachment is a resonant process, which requires a well-defined electron energy. The negative parent ion, formed in this process often carries a substantial internal energy. In the absence of collisions with a third particle, small negative ions can stabilize by dissociation, yielding a lighter ion and a neutral. The fragments carry away the excess kinetic energy, which is the sum of the kinetic energies of the neutral and electron before attachment and the electron affinity of the neutral minus the dissociation energy. For example, attachment to CF\(_4\) with maximum cross sections at electron energies between 6–8 eV, results in the formation of F\(^-\)+CF\(_3\), F\(^-\)+CF\(_5\)+F, or F+CF\(_3\)\(_2\). The first case (F\(^-\)+CF\(_3\)) the F\(^-\) ion has a significant kinetic energy (1–2 eV), which influences its detection.\(^{17}\) For larger molecules, attaching only low-energy electrons such energy effects are not present. Moreover, large molecules have many internal degrees of freedom, into which the excess energy can be distributed, so the parent ion may stabilize without dissociation. In such cases the parent neutral can be also observed as a negative ion, like, e.g., SF\(_6\), resulting from nondissociative attachment to SF\(_6\). For fluorocarbon polymers, however, we have no evidence of nondissociative attachment. At least, parent negative ions of fully saturated fluorocarbons (C\(_n\)F\(_{2n+2}\)) have not been observed, most likely due to their unfavorable electronic configuration.

The resonant character of the attachment process is a great advantage of EAMS. Even if several species in a mixture produce the same negative ion, their contributions can often be separated, as each component yields a rather
peaked, distinct resonance at his own electron energy. Such separation is much more troublesome in ionization mass spectrometry, where the cross sections are broad and overlapping is inevitable. In Fig. 2, the EAMS count rate of F\(^-\) in a CF\(_4\) plasma is shown. The resonance at 8 eV is due to dissociative electron attachment to CF\(_4\). The signal at lower energies is observed only in the presence of the plasma, and based on the electron energy it is attributed to dissociative attachment to C\(_2\)F\(_6\) at 4 eV and to C\(_3\)F\(_8\) at 3 eV.\(^{19}\) A similar resonance due to plasma-produced C\(_2\)F\(_6\) is identified in the CF\(_3\) signal, but the C\(_3\)F\(_8\) contribution is absent. Separation and detection of species present in a plasma is only one example, demonstrating the advantage of EAMS. Another important application is the study of the negative ion chemistry in a plasma. The same negative ions, detected during the EAMS measurements are also abundantly present in the plasma. In the considered CF\(_4\) discharge F\(^-\) and CF\(_3\) are formed by dissociative attachment from the same neutrals, as in the QMS system; F\(^-\) is the dominant plasma anion. Negative ions are the major negative charge carriers in low pressure fluorocarbon plasmas, with densities exceeding the electron density by more than an order of magnitude.\(^{20}\) Naturally, such high negative ion densities influence many plasma properties and clarifying the ion formation mechanisms is essential for a good understanding of the discharge. The negative ion signal, shown in Fig. 2 represents the effective cross section for F\(^-\) formation by dissociative attachment in a discharge. In combination with the electron energy distribution function in the plasma, this allows us to determine the negative ion formation rate, without knowing the density of the various contributing species and/or their attachment cross sections. It can be easily seen in Fig. 2 that in this CF\(_4\) plasma, with a typical electron temperature of about 3 eV, dissociative attachment to the parent gas is not the dominant process for negative ion formation. Instead, the conversion products C\(_2\)F\(_6\) and C\(_3\)F\(_8\), with their higher cross sections for dissociative attachment and lower electron energy thresholds provide the bulk of the negative ions, even though the C\(_2\)F\(_6\) and C\(_3\)F\(_8\) densities are at most a few percent of the CF\(_4\) density.\(^{17}\) This directly confirms previous indirect measurements, relating infrared absorption data of C\(_3\)F\(_8\) with negative ion densities and their formation rates, determined by laser-induced photodetachment.\(^{20}\) In future studies the EAMS data will be compared with mass spectrometric measurements of negative ion fluxes from the plasma. Generally, extraction of negative ions from a discharge is difficult, as these species cannot pass the potential barrier, created by the plasma. Many successful attempts have been made to collect the negative ions in the afterglow.\(^{21}\) However, the major drawback is that this is not an \textit{in situ} method and the acquired data may be influenced by some afterglow effects.

After this introduction to the EAMS technique we proceed with the discussion on neutral and ionic polymers formed in CF\(_4\) discharge, followed by a comparison with C\(_2\)F\(_6\) and C\(_3\)F\(_8\) plasmas.

**B. The CF\(_4\) plasma**

Figure 3 shows the polymers, extracted from a CF\(_4\) plasma at 30 mTorr, 4 sccm, and 9 W, and detected using the EAMS technique. The counts of C\(_n\)F\(_{2n-k}\) are integrated over an electron energy scan of the QMS and the results are presented as a function of n and k. Thus n denotes the number of carbon atoms and a higher k corresponds to species with less fluorine than the fully saturated fluorocarbon (C\(_n\)F\(_{2n+1}\), k = -1). In our case C\(_n\)F\(_{2n+1}\) (k = -1) is the largest detected anion for a given n; parent ions of fluoroalkanes have not been observed. Nevertheless, the dominant fluorocarbon anion is CF\(_3\), which has more than an order of magnitude more counts than C\(_3\)F\(_7\), the next most abundant anion. Note that mainly anions with an odd number of fluorine atoms have been detected. Species like C\(_n\)F\(_{2n+1}\) have no unpaired electrons, so their formation is energetically preferred. As can be seen, saturated anions (k = -1) are relatively abundant in a CF\(_4\) plasma. The resonances of C\(_n\)F\(_{2n-k}\) for n > 2 appear at low electron energies (0–2 eV). The fact that little energy is needed to form a heavy polymeric ion suggests that no extensive fragmentation of the parent molecule occurs.
during dissociative attachment. This gives some clues in the identification of the parent neutral species in the complicated mixture, which is formed in the plasma. Thus, it is likely that the observed ions originate from fluoroalkanes \((C_{n}F_{2n+2})\). The ions with \(k = 0\), although energetically less favorable than series with an odd \(k\), are still visible, especially for lower \(n\) values. At higher \(n\) values also some fluorine-stripped negative ions emerge \((k = 1, 3)\), although their count rates are considerably lower. In contrast to the \(C_{n}F_{2n+1}\) ions, more electron energy is needed to form the unsaturated ions. This indicates that these unsaturated anions are mainly formed from saturated parent molecules in an attachment process, followed by multiple bond breaking, e.g.,

\[
C_{n}F_{2n+2} + e \rightarrow C_{n}F_{x}^{-} + C_{n-x}F_{z}^{-} + (2n + 2 - y - z)F.
\]

Of course, some unsaturated ions may also be formed from unsaturated parent neutrals. However, in a fluorine-rich environment like a CF\(_{4}\) plasma unsaturated species, containing relatively little F, are not expected to be abundant. For the same reason polymerization is not very efficient, as dangling bonds are readily saturated by the excessively present fluorine and consequently the growth of the carbon chain is terminated. Thus, in comparison with less fluorine-rich \(C_{2}F_{6}\) and \(C_{4}F_{8}\) chemistries, discussed below, the count rates of large polymers and especially unsaturated species in a CF\(_{4}\) plasma are relatively low. In a CF\(_{4}\) chemistry only limited deposition of polymer layers has been observed. Therefore, the above measurements support the idea of film deposition by sticking of polymers to the surface.

It is remarkable that \(C_{2}F_{5}\) has a significantly lower count rate than the next higher anion \(C_{3}F_{7}\). This feature, which is observed also in \(C_{2}F_{6}\) and \(C_{4}F_{8}\) discharges, must be related to the specific formation process of \(C_{2}F_{5}\). Its major production channel is dissociative attachment to \(C_{2}F_{5}\). This reaction has indeed a low cross section and the preferred dissociative attachment channels of \(C_{2}F_{6}\) yield \(F^{-}\) (see Fig. 2) and \(C_{2}F_{7}^{-}\) with cross sections about 1000 and 300 times higher, respectively.19 Of course, most fluorocarbon species, including large polymers, can form \(F^{-}\) by dissociative attachment and consequently many resonances contribute to the EAMS signal of \(F^{-}\). These numerous resonances overlap, which makes the analysis of the \(F^{-}\) signal less convenient for the study of polymer formation in plasmas. On the other hand, the \(F^{-}\) signal is the most interesting one in the study of negative ion formation in the discharge, where \(F^{-}\) is the dominant negative ion.

Figure 4 shows the radio frequency power dependence of the count rates of saturated polymeric anions \((C_{n}F_{2n+1})\) in a CF\(_{4}\) plasma. The electron density increases with increasing power level,22 resulting in an increased chemical activity of the plasma. This leads to enhanced dissociation and polymerization, which is reflected by an increase of polymeric anion signals with power. In Fig. 4(a) the total electron energy integrated count rates are displayed, so count rates of heavy ions increase faster with power than the \(C_{2}F_{7}^{-}\) and \(F^{-}\) signals. The increase of the latter signals is due to resonances, emerging at low electron energies. The signals resulting from dissociative attachment to \(C_{2}F_{4}\) stay roughly constant, as there is no significant depletion of the parent gas under these conditions. This can be seen in Fig. 4(b), where the major low-energy resonances in the \(C_{2}F_{7}^{-}\) and \(F^{-}\) signals, attributed to \(C_{2}F_{6}\), and the \(C_{2}F_{4}\) resonance are shown separately. Another contribution to the \(F^{-}\) count rate is dissociative attachment to F\(_{2}\) at 0–1 eV. The latter is readily formed in the fluorine-rich CF\(_{4}\) discharge and can be easily monitored by EAMS.

The polymerization reactions in low pressure plasmas are relatively slow. In a CF\(_{4}\) plasma, the saturated polymeric products are removed from the discharge region by the gas flow rather than transformed into even larger species or destroyed at the surface. This is visualized in Fig. 5, where the gas flow dependence of some polymer signals is shown for a 20 W, 30 mTorr CF\(_{4}\) plasma. The polymer density decreases with increasing gas flow, indicating that flow is the major destruction process for these species. Note that in industrial reactors the residence times at the applied high flow rates are shorter, but also the power densities are substantially higher. Thus efficient gas phase polymer formation is expected to occur during industrial surface processing.

In order to compare the neutral chemistry with the ion chemistry, we have collected the positive ions, arriving at the QMS head. This is representative for the ion flux, reaching the grounded electrode. The measured \(C_{n}F_{2n-k}\) ion count rates in a 30 mTorr, 30 W, and 4 sccm CF\(_{4}\) plasma are shown in Fig. 6. These results should be compared with the EAMS data shown in Fig. 3. The most striking difference is the...
large amount of unsaturated positive ions. The dominant negative ions, observed by EAMS are saturated species like \( \text{CF}_3^- \), \( \text{C}_2\text{F}_5^- \), and \( \text{C}_3\text{F}_7^- \), whereas in the positive ion mass spectrum small ions like \( \text{CF}_2^+ \) and \( \text{CF}^+ \) are abundant. Moreover, larger ions with a high \( k \) value, like \( \text{C}_3\text{F}_3^+ \) are readily observed. Possibly, these ions are created in a dissociative ionization process or fluorine is stripped from saturated ions as they collide in the sheath region. Another difference is the much faster, monotonous decrease of the ion count rate with increasing number of carbon atoms. Even though the positive ion data is collected at a higher power level than the EAMS data, conditions in which polymerization is more efficient, large positive ions (\( n > 5 \)) are not present in the plasma. Presumably, this is also due to fragmentation during the ionization step and dissociative collisions with neutrals in the sheath region. Note that ion fragmentation due to collisions will be more efficient in the sheath at the powered electrode, due to a higher sheath voltage. Thus, the positive ions, arriving at the powered electrode are expected to be smaller. Polymeric ions and neutrals have been investigated by Howling et al.\textsuperscript{23} in a SiH\textsubscript{4} deposition plasma and similar observations have been made. These authors have performed an extensive study of plasma chemistry and dust particle formation, by means of mass spectrometry of positive ions and neutrals. Large negative ions and negatively charged dust particles have been detected in this radio frequency silane plasma, while no large positive ions nor neutrals have been visualized. The lack of heavy neutrals may be due to the detection method by electron impact ionization mass spectrometry, in which polymeric molecules easily fragmentize.

**C. The C\textsubscript{2}F\textsubscript{6} and C\textsubscript{4}F\textsubscript{8} plasmas**

Figure 7 shows the EAMS data in a C\textsubscript{2}F\textsubscript{6} plasma at radio frequency power levels of 7 and 20 W, respectively. As in a CF\textsubscript{4} plasma (Fig. 3), the species belonging to the series \( \text{C}_n\text{F}_2n+1^+ \) are most abundant for low \( n \) values. In the low power case [Fig. 7(a)] \( \text{C}_4\text{F}_7^- \) and \( \text{C}_5\text{F}_9^- \) have higher count rates than \( \text{C}_3\text{F}_5^- \). This indicates that the first polymerization step \( \text{C}_2\text{F}_3^+ + \text{C}_2\text{F}_3^+ \rightarrow \text{C}_4\text{F}_5^+ \cdots \) is quite efficient. Furthermore, it can be easily seen that the degree of saturation with fluorine is lower than in the CF\textsubscript{4} plasma, especially in the high power case [Fig. 7(b)]. Larger saturated species (\( k = -1, n > 7 \)) are not observed, while in comparison to CF\textsubscript{4} there are many more unsaturated polymers, also with high \( n \) values. This result is not an artifact of the EAMS method, but a fundamental difference between the CF\textsubscript{4} and C\textsubscript{2}F\textsubscript{6} plasma chemistries. Saturated species are present in both plasmas, but in a C\textsubscript{2}F\textsubscript{6} plasma, with a lower fluorine content, unsaturated neutrals are also expected to be well represented. In addition, the resonances of the unsaturated negative ions appear at low electron energies, which suggests limited fragmentation of parent species (see discussion above). It is thus plausible to assume, that the negative ions with high \( k \) values, detected in the C\textsubscript{2}F\textsubscript{6} case, originate from unsaturated...
molecules/ radicals. Note that in a C₂F₆ plasma large polymers (regardless of k) are more abundant than in CF₄. This is again the consequence of a lower fluorine content of C₂F₆ which enhances polymerization, as the number of termination reactions with fluorine atoms is lower. Abundant film deposition on the surface has been observed in a C₂F₆ plasma, which is an evidence of correlation between gas phase polymer formation and film deposition.

The count rates of positive ions arriving from the C₂F₆ plasma, collected by the QMS, are shown in Fig. 8. The extracted positive ions are slightly smaller than the neutrals, detected by EAMS in C₂F₆ (Fig. 7). This is similar to the CF₄ case (see Figs. 3 and 6). As in CF₄, positive ions contain less fluorine than neutrals. Again the dominant positive ion is CF₄⁺, but also C₂F₅⁺, C₃F₆⁺, and C₄F₇⁺, which are directly formed from the C₂F₆ parent gas, are abundant. Note that there is a clear preference to form ions with paired electrons (CₙF₂m+1)⁺, as these are more stable. For the negative ions, formed in the EAMS method, this effect is even more pronounced, as ions with an unpaired electron are not observed (see Figs. 3 and 7), with an exception of k = 0 series in a CF₄ plasma. This agrees well with the negative ion formation reactions, reported by Spyrou et al.²⁴

Figures 9 and 10 show the neutral and positive ion data obtained in a C₄F₈ plasma. The ratio of F to C for the parent molecule is lower than in the case of C₂F₆ and CF₄. This is reflected by an even lower fluorine content of the polymers than in the previously discussed plasmas. It is especially clear for the positive ions, reaching the surface (Fig. 10). Positive ion chemistry in this plasma is very complicated and the presence of cations of fully saturated fluorocarbons (CₙF₂n+2⁺, k = −2) is striking. As the parent gas is already a large molecule, significantly larger polymers can be formed in this system. Unfortunately the mass limit of our system is 510 amu, so we cannot detect species with more than eight or nine carbon atoms. The presence of even larger structures can nevertheless be expected, based on the comparison of the count rates in a C₄F₈ plasma with those observed in C₂F₆ and CF₄. In the latter cases a fast decrease of the count rates of neutrals and ions with increasing number of carbon atoms is observed, while in a C₄F₈ plasma the count rate distribution is flat and high polymeric species still yield considerable signals. Note that as the transmission of the QMS system significantly decreases with increasing ion mass, the actual densities of the high polymers are even higher than indicated here. In C₄F₈ formation of polymer layers on the surface is more efficient than in the chemistries discussed above, again supporting the proposed film deposition mechanism by polymer sticking. Unlike CF₄ and C₂F₆, in C₄F₈ also some polymers with an unpaired electron (even k) are detected, though their count rates are much lower than those of the species with paired electrons. Nevertheless, this interesting feature can be a consequence of a high radical density in a C₄F₈ plasma. As the fluorine content in this plasma is low, neutral species with dangling bonds (CₙF₂m⁺) are expected to be relatively abundant. These species are very reactive and they readily form negative ions. Even though CₙF₂m⁺ are not the most favorable negative ions, attachment to radicals can result in formation of detectable amounts of these species.

Finally, we want to demonstrate the advantage of EAMS over the traditional detection method by electron impact ionization of neutrals. Figure 11 shows the data collected using electrons of 50 eV to transform the neutral polymers formed in a C₄F₈ plasma into positive ions. This figure should be compared with Fig. 9, which shows the neutral species extracted from the discharge under identical conditions and detected by means of EAMS. It is obvious that in ionization mass spectrometry the high energy electrons cause fragmentation of the polymers and consequently the maximal detectable size is only about half of that for EAMS. Moreover,
large amounts of fluorine are stripped during ionization and consequently all possible combinations of C and F are present in the mass spectrum. As a result, there is virtually no structure left in these data and the only information one can obtain is that there are some polymers present in the plasma, but no conclusions can be drawn about their size distribution and degree of saturation with fluorine. Anyway, the high polymers, which are most interesting from the point of view of polymer deposition or dust particle formation, remain hidden. Similar data sets to the one presented in Fig. 9 have been also collected in CF₂ and C₂F₆ plasmas. These data are obtained using 50 eV electrons to ionize the neutral polymeric species and detect the resulting positive ions, which in contrast to the data obtained by EAMS under the same conditions (Fig. 9) results in a much poorer detection of polymeric species.

FIG. 11. Polymer formation in a C₂F₈ plasma at 15 mTorr pressure, 4 sccm flow rate, and 8 W radio frequency power, studied by ionization mass spectrometry. The polymers are arranged in C₄F₈n-6 series. These data are obtained using 50 eV electrons to ionize the neutral polymeric species and detect the resulting positive ions, which in contrast to the data obtained by EAMS under the same conditions (Fig. 9) results in a much poorer detection of polymeric species.

We have shown that fluorocarbon gases easily polymerize in low pressure discharges. Both polymeric neutrals and positive ions have been detected; heavy neutrals appear to be relatively abundant. The study has been performed by means of a new technique: electron attachment mass spectrometry, which is proven to be extremely efficient for the detection of electronegative polymers.

We have found that the polymerization proceeds more rapidly in fluorine-poor conditions. It has been established before that the presence of silicon in the plasma drastically lowers the fluorine content, mainly due to efficient formation of the etching product SiF₄. Therefore, it is expected that polymer formation will be especially efficient in an etching environment, in which a silicon substrate is inserted. Moreover, the polymers formed in a fluorine-poor environment are less saturated and they may contain dangling bonds. This makes the gas phase formed polymers especially reactive, which will enhance the deposition of fluorocarbon films on areas, which are not exposed to a heavy ion bombardment, such as reactor walls, grounded electrodes, and side walls of trenches on a processed wafer.

For the formation channels of the observed polymers several processes can be considered. In all cases small radicals play a crucial role, either as building blocks or in terminating reactions. This means that apart from the question of the radical formation process at the surface, discussed in the introduction, the density of radicals and polymers are anyway strongly linked. As gas phase polymerization under plasma conditions has many important implications for surface processing, it cannot be neglected in a study of plasma chemistry of processing discharges. More research effort should be put in clarifying the polymerization mechanisms and understanding the influence of polymers on the plasma and surface.
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